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Dual Interleaved Active-Clamp Forward With
Automatic Charge Balance Regulation for

High Input Voltage Application
Ting Qian and Brad Lehman, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper proposes a new dual interleaved ac-
tive-clamp forward topology suitable for high input voltage and
high-density application. Two interleaved forward circuits are
connected in series on the primary side and in parallel on the
secondary side. Therefore, only two high-voltage MOSFETs
are needed for the primary switches. Also, the two interleaved
parts utilize auxiliary windings to share one capacitor to fulfill
active-clamp. Charge balance of the two channels is, thus, regu-
lated by the shared clamping capacitor without demand for extra
control schemes. Through the resonance between the magnetizing
inductors and the equivalent capacitors of the switches during
the transition time, switching loss of the primary switches can be
reduced. Interleaved operation reduces the size of the output filter
inductor. Based on detailed analysis, a prototype with 220–400-V
input and 5-V/30-A output is built. Experimental results verify the
performance of the new topology.

Index Terms—Active-clamp, forward circuit, interleaved.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOR THE DESIGN of high input voltage isolated dc–dc
converters, thehigh-voltagestress of the primary switches is

always an important issue that impedes converters to obtain high
efficiency and low cost. MOSFETs with high-voltage ratings
typically have high on-resistances, which can cause high conduc-
tion losses. Switching losses of these high-voltage switches are,
also, noticeable. Phase-shifted full-bridge [1], [2] is a popular
and reliable topology to achieve zero voltage switching (ZVS).
The voltage rating of the primary switches is equal to the input
voltage. Three-level [3]–[5] topologies can also realize ZVS
and even reduce the voltage rating to half of the input voltage.

Half-bridge and two-switches forward converters are typical
alternative candidates for low power and high-density design,
since fewer components are utilized. However, the switching
losses of these two topologies are usually high, since soft
switching cannot be realized without extra auxiliary circuits.
This factor usually prevents the circuits from operating at higher
switching frequencies to further reduce the size of the converter.
Asymmetrical half-bridge [6] seems to be an efficient method
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to fulfill ZVS for the primary switches. However, asymmetrical
voltage and current stresses on the components can cause extra
problems when the input voltage or output range is wide. For
example, synchronous rectifiers with higher voltage rating are
needed at the penalty of degrading the efficiency. Another
disadvantage is the higher duty ratio variation, which makes
the topology unsuitable for wide range application. Also, for
the above three topologies, the voltage stress of the primary
switches always exceed the input voltage. When the input
voltage has a wide range of variation, the higher maximum
input voltage requires the higher voltage rating of the switches.

Active-clamp forward [7]–[17] is known as a simple solu-
tion to achieve ZVS by utilizing the energy stored in the mag-
netizing inductor. The voltage stress on the primary switch is

, which makes it possible to reduce the voltage
rating when the input voltage has a wide range variation. For
example, if the duty ratio is less than 50% at maximum input
voltage, the voltage stress is also lower than twice of the input
voltage. Therefore, connecting two active-clamp forward cir-
cuits seems a simple solution to obtain both ZVS and reduced
voltage rating. A double active-clamp forward [15]–[17] has
been proposed to fulfill this purpose. The primary part of these
circuits consists of two active-clamp forward circuits and one
transformer. Each forward circuit utilizes a separate primary
winding of the transformer to transfer energy to the secondary
part. But in addition to the two main primary switches, two
high-voltage auxiliary primary switches and two high-voltage
capacitors have to be used to realize the active-clamp.

This paper proposes a new dual interleaved active-clamp for-
ward topology suitable for high input voltage and high-den-
sity application. Two interleaved forward circuits are connected
in series on the primary side and in parallel on the secondary
side. The two transformers share one low-voltage capacitor for
clamping through auxiliary windings and switches. By doing
this, the following advantages are obtained.

• The number of high-voltage components is reduced when
compared with double active-clamp forward [15]–[17],
phase-shifted full-bridge and three-level. Only two
high-voltage switches are used. The auxiliary switches
and the clamping capacitor are low-voltage rated com-
ponents due to the utilization of the auxiliary windings.
Although the power conversion efficiency depends on
practical design and may not be improved, the cost of the
circuit can be reduced.

• Charge balance of the two channels is regulated by the
shared clamping capacitor. The proposed circuit has no
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Fig. 1. The proposed dual active-clamp forward topology.

demand for an extra control scheme to adjust for input
voltage balance and output current sharing.

• ZVS of the primary switches can be realized by utilizing
the magnetizing inductances of the transformers. Through
the resonance between the magnetizing inductors and the
equivalent capacitors of the switches during the transition
time, the drain-source voltage of the switches can drop to
zero or a low value before the switches are turned ON.

• Two interleaved channels reduce the size of the output in-
ductor on the secondary side. When the frequency of the
output inductor is doubled due to the interleaved operation,
the inductance value is reduced to half of the value that is
needed for single channel.

• Self-driven scheme for synchronous rectifiers can be easily
fulfilled. Unlike some typical topologies with symmetri-
cally driven transformers, such as half-bridge, the driving
signals can be easily obtained by combining the signals
from the two transformers.

II. OPERATION PRINCIPLE

Fig. 1 shows the proposed dual interleaved active-clamp for-
ward topology, and Fig. 2 represents the related waveforms.
and are the main primary switches. and are the aux-
iliary switches, which are connected with the reset windings to
obtain active clamp. Also, ZVS of the main switches can be ful-
filled with their assistance. , and are the voltages
across , and . Capacitors and are the equiva-
lent resonant capacitors of and . , , , , and
are the primary side components of one active-clamp forward,
while the other forward consists of , , , , and . The
two forward circuits share the clamping capacitor so that the
charge balances of and are kept. Since the control sig-
nals of the two channels have the same duty cycle, unbalanced
voltage on and can generate different magnetizing cur-
rent to charge the capacitors. Therefore, the two input voltages
are adjusted to a balanced value at steady state. Also, the two
channels share the freewheeling switch and output inductor

on the secondary side. Therefore, there is no current sharing
problem. The size of the output inductor is reduced due to in-
terleaved operation. One potential concern is the effect of the
leakage inductor between the primary winding and the active
clamp winding. The energy stored in the leakage inductor can

Fig. 2. Waveforms of the proposed topology.

impose excessive voltage spikes on the switches. This leads to
higher voltage stress on the switches and should be taken into
account for design. Thus, transformers with tight coupling are
required. Also, effective snubber is helpful to reduce the voltage
stress. The following description explains the detailed operation
principle of the proposed topology.

In general, circuit operation can be qualitatively described
over several modes/intervals. The upper forward circuit trans-
fers energy to secondary side during time interval – . The
under forward circuit transfer energy during interval – . In-
terval – and interval – are utilized for the freewheeling
process of the output current. All the remaining intervals are
transition intervals and are substantially smaller in length than
energy transfer or freewheeling time intervals. Interval –
is defined as the switching period . The lengths of – and

– are defined as , which represents the duty ratio, and
thus, the duty ratio will always be less than one-half. The
lengths of – and – are set to a suitable value , which
is longer than the required transition time – and – .

The length of – and – are defined as , which rep-
resents the duty ratio.

Mode1 – : The condition of this interval is shown in
Fig. 3(a). In this mode, is turned on, the voltage across the
primary winding of is equal to . The power
is transferred to the load through transformer . The output
inductor current flows through and , and is equal
to , where is the current through the primary
winding of shown in Fig. 2. increases linearly according
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Fig. 3. Detailed description of the operation principle of the proposed topology. (a) The condition of the circuit during t –t ; (b) the condition of the circuit during
t –t ; (c) the condition of the circuit during t –t ; (d) the condition of the circuit during t –t ; (e) the condition of the circuit during t –t ; (f) the condition of
the circuit during t –t ; (g) the condition of the circuit during t –t ; and (h) the condition of the circuit during t –t .

to . The voltage across
is . The free-

wheeling switch is turned OFF, and its intrinsic diode is
reverse-biased. At the same time, is turned ON, and
provides clamping voltage for the reset winding of . The
magnetizing current of transformer (equal to during this

interval) decreases linearly from a positive value to negative
value. This interval finishes when is turned OFF at time .

Mode2 : Fig. 3(b) shows the condition of this tran-
sition mode. At time , is turned OFF, and the circuit re-
mains in this mode until , when the transformer voltage of
decreases to zero. The primary current of charges the reso-
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nant capacitor from zero to . The charging current
is almost a constant value. Also, is still ON. According to
voltage-second balance of the transformer, the voltage across
the reset winding of is . Rec-
tifier switch is turned OFF. The voltage across starts to
increase (until it reaches at ).
In this mode, . Since
the voltage across the secondary winding of is still positive,
the output current flows through the intrinsic diode of and

. The current value still increases.
Mode3 : This mode starts at time , when the trans-

former voltage of reaches zero, and ends at , when
reaches . During this interval, the voltage across

keeps increasing through the resonance with the magne-
tizing inductance of . At the same time, decreases to zero.
The clamp voltage on remains the same level as in Mode2.
The intrinsic diode of is reverse-biased. The output current
starts the freewheeling process and flows through the intrinsic
diode of and . The current value begins to decrease ac-
cording to . This interval finishes when the
voltage across increases to . ( and
are the turn number of the primary and reset windings.)

Mode4 : Once the voltage across reaches
at , the magnetizing current of circu-

lates through the intrinsic diode of and decreases linearly.
The reset winding of is clamped by . The magnetizing
currents of the two transformers are equal to and shown
in Fig. 1. Also, the reset winding of is still clamped. In this
mode, the freewheeling switch is turned ON and the energy
stored in the output inductor discharges to supply the output
power.

Mode5 : At time , is turned ON before the in-
trinsic diode of is reverse-biased. The details are shown in
Fig. 3(e). Thus, realizes ZVS. During this interval, both for-
ward circuits share the clamp voltage from for their trans-
former. The magnetizing current of transformer decreases
linearly from a positive value to negative value. The output cur-
rent continues freewheeling through and .

Mode6 : As shown in Fig. 3(f), is turned OFF at
. In this mode, the voltage across decreases from

to through the resonance between and the
magnetizing inductance of . reaches at time .
is turned OFF. The output current continues flows through the
intrinsic diode of and .

Mode7 : The interval begins at time , when the
voltage across decreases to . At this time, the transformer
voltage of drops to zero. The intrinsic diode of is reverse-
biased. During this interval, the intrinsic diode of conducts
the output current. continues to decrease as in Mode 6 until

. The minimum voltage across is mainly determined by
input voltage, switching frequency, duty ratio, and the mag-
netizing inductance of the transformer The leakage inductance
between the primary winding and the secondary winding should
also be taken into account although its effect is comparatively
smaller than the magnetizing inductance) [8], [9].

Mode8 : starts to be turned ON at , when
drops to a value lower than or even

to zero. Thus, switching loss of is greatly reduced. The

voltage across the primary winding of is equal to . The
power is transferred to the load through transformer . The
magnetizing current of starts to increase. The output current
flows through and , and is equal to , where
is shown in Fig. 2. At the same time, the reset winding of is
still clamped by .

Since the two interleaved channels operate symmetrically, the
interval – has similar condition as the interval – , al-
though the conditions of the two forward circuits switch.

Assume the duty ratio of each forward circuit is
50 , and the turn ratio of each transformer is . Based
on the voltage balance of the output inductor, the input transfer
ratio is therefore obtained

(1)

where and are the output and input voltage of the con-
verter. The transition intervals are neglected since they are com-
paratively short enough. This circuit is suitable for wide range
application when the turn ratio of the transformer is carefully
chosen. Due to the voltage balance of the transformer

(2)

The voltage rating of the primary main switches ( and ) is
thus obtained

(3)

Also, the voltage rating of the auxiliary switches ( and ) is

(4)

III. CHARGE BALANCE ANALYSIS

When two converters are directly connected in series, a small
mismatch in parameters always exists between them. This
leads to uneven individual output currents of the converters.
As a result, charge balance of capacitors is caused by the
unbalanced output currents. Therefore, input-series–output-se-
ries connection demands extra control schemes to maintain
input voltage balance and output current sharing [18]–[20].
This complicates the design of the system. On the other hand,
common-duty-ratio scheme can result in a stable operation for
input-series-output-parallel (ISOP) connection [20]. Specifi-
cally, the converter with higher input voltage can momentarily
produce a higher inductor current. This leads to a higher input
current in this converter, which discharges the input capacitor
and reduces the input voltage of the corresponding converter.
Hence, ISOP converters have a self-correcting mechanism
ensures stable operation: Input voltage balance and load current
sharing are maintained.

A similar benefit of this proposed topology is that charge
balance can be automatically regulated without adding extra
control schemes or auxiliary circuits. A benefit compared with
ISOP converters is that the output inductor is shared. There is
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Fig. 4. Self-driven scheme for the proposed topology.

no output current sharing problem, since the two channels share
the output inductor on the secondary side and have approxi-
mately equal duty ratios. Although the corresponding load cur-
rents on the primary side have minor mismatch, the magnetizing
currents can be automatically regulated to compensate the mis-
match. As a result, equal input currents are achieved for the two
channels, and the voltage balance of and are kept. As
has been introduced, sharing the clamping capacitor, , has the
advantage of regulating the magnetizing current and balancing
the input voltage of the two interleaved channels. Assume
and are the magnetizing current of the two transformers,
and and are the average value of and . In the
ideal symmetrical case, and

. Now, suppose that starts to in-
crease due to a small amount uneven current. This leads to de-
creasing and . This
causes to decrease, but makes to increase. As a result,

is discharged by the average magnetizing current after suf-
ficient time, which prevents from increasing. Nevertheless,

is charged eventually, and is regulated. Similarly, when
, is discharged by

the averaged magnetizing current, but is charged. Therefore,
the charge balance of and are automatically adjusted.
(Whenever one of the capacitors has lower voltage, the trans-
former will generate higher magnetizing current to regulate it.)

IV. SELF-DRIVEN SCHEME FOR THE PROPOSED DUAL

ACTIVE-CLAMP FORWARD

For the application of low output voltage, high output
current, synchronous rectification is a popular technology
to achieve high efficiency. Since the proposed topology has
two interleaved channels, the freewheeling switch should be
turned ON during the deadtime when both of the transformers
stop transferring power to the secondary side. Therefore, the
situation is similar as some typical topologies with symmetri-
cally driven transformers, such as half-bridge, full-bridge and
push–pull. For these topologies, only a few self-driven schemes
for synchronous rectifiers have been presented [21]–[23]. The
signal from the output inductor has to be included for wide
range application [23].

Fig. 5. Timing of the driving signals from the auxiliary winding.

Fig. 6. Waveforms of V (Channel 1, 250 V/div in Y axis), V
(Channel 2, 250 V/div in Y axis), V (Channel 3, 20 V/div in Y axis) and
V (Channel 4, 20 V/div in Y axis).

Unlike these typical topologies, the proposed dual-channel
circuit can easily realize self-driving for the synchronous recti-
fiers. Fig. 4 shows the diagram of the driving scheme. The auxil-
iary windings from the two transformers are connected in series
to drive the freewheeling switch. Fig. 5 shows the timing of the
driving signals. Since the duty ratio of each forward circuit is
less than 50%, the voltages across the auxiliary windings are
asymmetrical on both directions due to voltage-second balance.
Therefore, when one of the transformers is transferring power
from the primary side, a negative voltage is applied on the gate
of the freewheeling switch. On the other hand, when both the
reset windings are clamped by , each auxiliary winding for
the freewheeling switch has a positive voltage. The switch is
thus turned ON.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To verify the principle of the proposed topology, a prototype
is built. The specification is as follows:

• : 220–400 V;
• : 5 V;
• : 30 A;
• switching frequency: 200 kHz.
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Fig. 7. V of each main primary switch (Channel 1, 250 V/div in Y axis), the transformer primary voltage (Channel 2, 250 V/div in Y axis) and the transformer
primary current (Channel 3, 2 A/div in Y axis) of the dual active-clamp forward. (a) Waveforms of forward 1 when V is 300 V and (b) waveforms of forward 2
when V is 300 V.

E18 Magnetic core is used for all the power transformers
and output inductor. The cross area of the magnetic core is
39.5 mm . The power transformers have 32 turns for the pri-
mary winding, two turns for the secondary winding and three
turns for the auxiliary winding. Using (3) and (4), the bene-
fits of the topology can be directly seen. Ideally, the voltage
ratings required for the input voltage range are only less than
260 V for , and 24 V for , . In practical applica-
tion, the influence of the voltage spikes should be considered.
STD5NK50ZT4 (500 V, 4.4 A, DPAK) is used for the main pri-
mary switches ( and ). STS7NF60L (60 V, 7.5 A, SO-8) is
used for the auxiliary switches ( and ). Each synchronous
rectifier ( and ) and the freewheeling switch use
three STS25NH3LL (SO-8) in parallel. STS25NH3LL has an
on-resistance of 3.2 m . These components have small sizes
and are suitable for high-density application.

Fig. 6 shows the drain-source voltages of the main primary
switches ( and ) and the secondary synchronous recti-
fiers ( and ). The two forward circuits are interleaved. The
waveforms of the secondary side are in phase with the primary
side. The measured signals are in accordance with the expected
waveforms shown in Fig. 2. By comparing the waveforms from
the upper and under forward circuits, it can be clearly seen that
the two parts are self-balanced by sharing the clamping capac-
itor. Each part shares half of the input voltage.

Fig. 7 shows the primary side waveforms of each forward.
Channel 1 shows the drain-source voltages of the main primary
switches ( and ). Channel 2 represents the voltage across
the primary winding of the transformer ( or ). Channel
3 shows the transformer primary current ( or , which is
shown in Fig. 1). Although only 300-V input is shown, similar
waveforms over the entire input voltage range 220–400-V have
been obtained, that is, the proposed circuit operates well during
the whole input voltage range. As seen in Fig. 7, the voltage
across the primary winding of the transformer is equal to half
of the input voltage when the main primary switch is turned
ON and drops to zero. The transformers have a constant
output voltage during the deadtime when the main switches are

Fig. 8. Efficiency of the built prototype.

turned OFF. Thus, active-clamp is fulfilled by applying
to the reset winding. The voltage

across is maintained. Also, the drain source voltages of
or decrease by resonance during the transition time before
the currents start to increase. Therefore, switching power losses
of the main primary switches are reduced. Since the rising slope
of the current waveform reflects both the magnetizing current
and the ripple of the secondary inductor current, it can be con-
cluded that the inductor current ripple is controlled to a accept-
able value.

By applying the proposed topology in the built prototype, an
efficiency of 88.2% at 300-V input and 5-V/30-A output is ob-
tained. Fig. 8 shows the efficiency curve during the whole input
voltage variation range. The experimental results verify the prin-
ciple and performance of the topology.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a new Dual Interleaved active-clamp for-
ward topology suitable for high input voltage and high-den-
sity application. Two interleaved forward circuits are connected
in series on the primary side and in parallel on the secondary
side. The two transformers share one low-voltage capacitor for
clamping through auxiliary windings and switches. Charge bal-
ance of the two forward circuits can be self-regulated by sharing
the clamping capacitor. This method provides a new solution to
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reduce the voltage stress and number of components. A pro-
totype with 220–400-V input and 5-V/30-A output verifies the
principle of the new topology.
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